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The visualization pedigree… 



But the scientists don’t have a monopoly… 



Homes for Sale  

Jason Salavon 

Artists… 



The Class of 1988 
The Class of 1967  

Jason Salavon 



Every Playboy Centerfold, 
The Decades 

Jason Salavon 



And web visualization is news... 
that’s fit to print 









We’ve gone from here… 



We’ve gone from here… To here. 



We’ve gone from here… To here. 

The photojournalism of the 21st century? 



But what if you’re not a data whiz? 



But what if you’re not a data whiz? 



Many Eyes 
www.many-eyes.com 

A website where you can: 

- view and discuss visualizations 
- view and discuss data 
- create visualizations from existing data 
- upload their own data to visualize 





Stack graph Line graph Bar chart Scatterplot 

Country maps World map Block histogram Bubble chart 

Pie chart Treemap (2 types) Stack graph for categories Network diagram 

Matrix chart Word Tree Tag cloud Phrase Net 



So what are people doing? 
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1 User “crossway” uploads co-occurrence  
data for biblical figures to Many Eyes 

2 Crossway uses the network diagram 
tool to create a graph visualization  

3 Crossway writes about the 
visualization on ESV blog 

4 Many blogs (almost 100 by Google’s count) 
write about crossway’s blog entry. 

5 One of these bloggers posts new data to 
Many Eyes—and, of course, blogs about the results. 

The long list of responses / 
trackbacks on the ESV blog 

entry: a discussion about 
the visualization and analysis. 



Analysis by non-experts 
“I hadn't tried those arrangements, and now it 
shows something else quite interesting.” 

“It seems to me that the tendril on the right, 
composed of recent anthropogneic [sic] CO2 
points, says that the coefficient of temperature 
versus CO2 for anthropogneic [sic] CO2 is 
roughly 1 degree C per 100 ppm of CO2, and 
this applies to CO2 levels above 300 ppm.” 

“I've since revised the script that created the 
pairs so the date nearest to a corresponding 
data point was used as opposed to simply the 
last data point.” 



Canadian Parliament 



Language formality 



Microarray data 







Visualization and the arts 
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